
Control with App
The Frico app with its user-friendly interface makes it easy to set up
and control products directly from your smartphone or tablet, allowing
you to control your comfort with ease. The app FRICO CONTROL is
available for both iOS and Android.

Create Zones
The zone feature allows you to create different zones for different
conditions in a larger system, to create maximum comfort and energy
savings in all areas. All zones can be controlled from the same app.

Wireless sensors offer easier installations
Indoor and outdoor temperatures can be measured by wireless
sensors, which allows for quicker and easier installations as no
preparatory work is needed to connectcables through walls. Applies to
FCTXRF, indoor/outdoor wireless sensor.

Enhanced Water control
Water heat is more accurate controlled with improved water functions
and modulating actuators. Automatic functions such as bypass, frost
protection and return water temperature control (with sensor FCWTA)
improve product functionality without any additional effort.

FC Smart comes with all features from FC Direct plus additional energy saving features and the possibility of app control (Bluetooth). The app gives you access to
all functions in the system, allowing you to set it up exactly the way you want it. It also enables you to create different zones with different settings in a larger
system. Choose between several modes for heating only when needed, such as Away, Boost and Presence. The app FRICO CONTROL is available for both iOS
and Android.
Content

FCCF control panel with built-in temperature sensor
FCBC10 communication cable, 10 m
FCLAP local access point Bluetooth

In addition to the package, components can be added to expand and customize the system. Added zones needs to be equipped with one FC Direct and can be
designed to fit its specific needs by adding different components. Please see accessories.

FC Smart Fan Heater Controls
Heaters
FC Smart – Second level control system for full
freedom

Automatic fan speed control
Control via app (Bluetooth)
Wireless sensors possible
Adjustable calendar function
Away, Boost and Presence function
Zone possibility
Enhanced water control possible
Built-in temperature sensor
Outlet temperature limit

Find more details in our online catalogue
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Technical parameters

Nominal data

Enclosure class IP44

Dimensions and weights

Weight 0.1 kg
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Accessories

Documents
Catalogue pages FC for fan heaters
Quickguide Frico Control FH - FCSF FCDF FCPF FCBF
Declaration of Conformity FC
UKCA Declaration FC

FCBC05 Communication cable (74718)
FCBC25 Communication cable (74720)
FCOTX Outdoor temp. sensor (74695)
FCSC10 Sensor cable (74721)
FCTXRF Wireless temp sensor (74703)

FCBC10 Communication cable (74719)
FCLAP Com. unit for app (74699)
FCRTX Ext. room sensor (74694)
FCSC25 Sensor cable (74722)
FCWTA Water temp sensor (74702)
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